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Sisal fibers had obvious advantages of mechanical strength on reinforced

enzyme-induced calcium carbonate precipitation (EICP)-cemented loose

sands. However, there are few related researches, whose research on

strength and toughness is not sufficient, and the analysis on mechanism is

lacking. In this article, sisal fiber was used to strengthen EICP-treated sand, and

the mechanical properties and underlying mechanism were experimentally

explored. The results show that the strength and toughness of EICP-treated

sand can be effectively improved by sisal fibers. The optimal sisal fiber length is

10 mm and the optimal fiber content is 0.2%. The wet-dry cycle resistance of

the samples is improved simultaneously. Microscopic study showed that the

rough surface of sisal fiber provided a large number of nucleation sites for

calcium carbonate precipitation and formed an effective “bridge network.” This

study reports the potential and the underlying mechanism of sisal fiber on

improvement of EICP performance by new test methods and provides new

insight into enhancing mechanical behavior of EICP-cemented loose sands

with natural fiber.
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1 Introduction

Construction of the Sichuan–Tibet railway faces many technical problems, such as

strong tectonic motion, large altitude differences, frequent earthquakes, complex

geological conditions, seasonally frozen soil, hazardous mountain slope sliding,

plateau hypoxia, and ecological environmental protections (Allen et al., 2019; Song

et al., 2021; Zhang D. et al., 2022). Loose sand in some areas has poor engineering

properties, which may induce sandstorms and landslides, threaten engineering safety

(Wang et al., 2021). Using technical methods to solidify sandy soil can effectively improve
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the safety of related regional engineering (Carmona et al., 2018;

Wang et al., 2020; Yao et al., 2021). Enzyme-induced calcium

carbonate precipitation (EICP) technology is regarded as an

environmentally friendly sand treatment method (Phillips

et al., 2013; Almajed, 2017; Hamdan, 2019; Tang et al., 2020;

Jiang et al., 2021).

The principle of enzyme-induced calcium carbonate

precipitation (EICP) technology is to extract urease from

plants and promote the hydrolysis of urea to carbonate ions

(Hamdan et al., 2013). Carbonate ions combine with calcium

ions in the environment to produce calcium carbonate (DeJong

et al., 2006). Because this technology is green and effective, it has

a broad application prospect in soil reinforcement (Neupane

et al., 2013), seepage prevention (Gao et al., 2019), dust control

(Jiang et al., 2019; Sun et al., 2021) and other engineering fields

(Tang et al., 2020). The effect of EICP treatment on sand has been

proved (Wu S. et al., 2021), but the sand treated by EICP become

typical brittle failure (Xiao et al., 2019). This is detrimental to the

safety of the project. In addition, the nucleation site is one of the

key factors affecting EICP treatment, but quartz sand can provide

a limited number of nucleation sites (Cui et al., 2017). These

reasons limit the use of this technology.

Pre-addition of fibers to sand is considered to be effective

in overcoming the above shortcomings of EICP (Almajed,

2017). Fibers can provide effective nucleation sites for calcium

carbonate generation (Fang et al., 2020). This results in higher

strength of EICP-treated sand. At the same time, the addition

of fibers can improve the toughness of EICP-treated sand (Li

et al., 2016). Existing studies have confirmed the effectiveness

of various fibers including basalt fiber (Xiao et al., 2019), PVA

fiber (Choi et al., 2016), polypropylene fiber (Lei et al., 2020),

glass fiber (Phillips et al., 2013) and carbon fiber (Qiu et al.,

2019; Zhao et al., 2020a) in improving the strength and

toughness of sand treated by EICP. Fiber type, fiber length

and fiber content are the key factors affecting the treating

effect (Choi et al., 2019; Xiao et al., 2019; Jiang et al., 2021). In

general, after EICP treatment, the mechanical properties of

sand with fibers are greatly improved, such as unconfined

compressive strength, splitting tensile strength, residual strain

and failure strain (Sharma et al., 2019; Zhao et al., 2020b). The

conversion rate of calcium carbonate was also improved after

fiber was added. The microscopic distribution of calcium

carbonate is also more reasonable (Huang et al., 2020; Yao

et al., 2021).At present, synthetic fibers are widely used in the

field of soil reinforcement. Synthetic fibers are cheap and

chemically stable (Hejazi et al., 2012). However, synthetic

fiber is not degradable, which will cause environmental

pollution when applied to engineering (Hao et al., 2018).

Meanwhile, the production of synthetic fibers consumes a

lot of energy and emits greenhouse gases (Ibraim et al., 2012;

Minto et al., 2018). Natural fibers can also be used in EICP

treatment (Almajed, 2017). Studies show that sisal fiber, hemp

fiber, jute fiber, coconut shell fiber and wool fiber can be used

as reinforced materials of sand treatment (Pasillas et al., 2018;

Qiu et al., 2019; Lei et al., 2020; Iamchaturapatr et al., 2022).

Sisal fiber is an ideal fiber with low price, abundant yield and

environmental protection (Castoldi et al., 2019). Its mechanical

properties are even better than synthetic fibers (Sharma et al.,

2019). Compared with synthetic fibers, degradation of natural

fibers is controllable, which is mainly reflected in the following

two aspects. On the one hand, there are many modification

methods to improve the long-term durability of sisal fiber (Kiran

and Ramakrishna, 2019). On the other hand, sisal fiber in soil can

achieve pollution-free degradation (Zhang J. et al., 2022; Mert

Tezer and Başaran Bundur, 2022). Correspondingly, synthetic

fibers are accompanied by the generation of pollutants in both

the production and elimination process (Morán et al., 2008;

Frazão et al., 2018; De Castro et al., 2021).

The studies of Amajed (2017) and Amajed et al. (2018)

confirmed the effect of sisal fiber on EICP-treated sand. Those

few studies on sisal fiber focus on the improvement of

unconfined compressive strength and failure strain of EICP-

treated sand by fiber content. For EICP-treated sand, these

studies about strength and toughness are inadequate (Phillips

et al., 2013; Carmona et al., 2018; Jiang et al., 2021). Stress-strain

model, elastic modulus, elastic modulus at 50% of the unconfined

compressive strength, residual strength, failure pattern, calcium

carbonate content, crystal type other parameters should also be

elaborated in the relevant studies of fiber-reinforced sand (Choi

et al., 2016; Xiao et al., 2019; Fang et al., 2020; Tang et al., 2020; Lv

et al., 2021). Besides, fiber length is an important parameter, but

it is often ignored in previous studies (Almajed, 2017). Analysis

of EICP solution will also help to understand the mechanism

(Yao et al., 2021). In addition, natural fibers are made from

cellulose and are biodegradable (Senthilkumar et al., 2018;

Sharma et al., 2019). Wet-dry cycle test is helpful to

understand the performance of natural fiber-soil composites

under short-term environmental erosion (Ibraim et al., 2012;

De Melo et al., 2019). This is the basis for exploring the life cycle

durability of natural fibers in the future (Sharma et al., 2019).

Nevertheless, most of the studies about EICP-treated sand

reinforced by sisal fibers have ignored these aspects (Almajed

et al., 2018).

The purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of sisal

fiber length and content on stress and strain mode, unconfined

compressive strength, failure strain, elastic modulus, elastic

modulus at 50% of the unconfined compressive strength,

residual strength, failure pattern and calcium carbonate

content of EICP treated sand. The strength and mass loss of

samples under the wet-dry cycles will be investigated

simultaneously. In addition, the mechanism will be explained

by solution analysis experiment and microscopic experiment.

The main objective of this study is to explore more convincing

ideas and to carry out further research to enrich the existing body

of knowledge related to the application of EICP to sisal fiber

reinforced sand.
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2 Materials and methods

2.1 Test materials

Chinese standard sand composed of quartz was used in this

study. The specific gravity (Gs) of this sand was 2.65. The

maximum dry weight (γmax) of the sand was 17.9 kN/m3. The

minimum dry weight (γmin) was 15.0 kN/m
3. The particle size

distribution and microgram of this sand is shown in Figures

1A,B. The mean particle size (D50) of the sand was 0.52. The

curvature coefficient (Cc) was 1.05. The nonuniformity

coefficient (Cu) was 2.2.

Sisal fibers, produced in Guangdong, were used in this study.

Sisal fiber is light yellow in its natural state, as shown in Figures

1C,D,E show SEM images of sisal fibers at different

magnifications.

Table 1 shows the physical properties of the sisal fibers used

in this experimental study. The length of sisal fibers was cut to 5,

10, 15 and 20 mm (Li et al., 2016; Almajed et al., 2018; Lv et al.,

2021). The fiber content (mass ratio of fiber to sand) was 0.1%,

0.2%, 0.3% and 0.4%. Previous studies have made some

preliminary inquiries about fiber content (Li et al., 2016;

Almajed et al., 2018; Lv et al., 2021). Based on those studies,

we speculate that the optimal value of fiber content should be

among 0.1%–0.4%.

2.2 Urease solution and cementing
solution

Soybeans were dried, ground into powder, sifted by a sieve

with a 2 mm aperture, and mixed with a certain amount to

deionized water. The concentration of soybean powder was 10,

20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100, 150, 200 g/L (the ratio of

soybean powder mass to deionized water volume). The soybean

powder solutions were stirred on a magnetic mixer for 30 min

and then put into a freezer at 4°C for 24 h. Next, each frozen

sample was loaded into a centrifuge tube and centrifuged for

FIGURE 1
Standard sand: (A) particle size distribution; (B) microgram of sand. Sisal fibers: (C) unamplified; (D) magnified for 100 times; (E) magnified for
800 times.

TABLE 1 Physical parameters of the fibers.

Fiber
type

Density/kg/
m3

Elastic
modulus/GPa

Tensile
strength/MPa

Elongation
after
fracture/%

Diameter/
mm

Moisture
absorption
rate/%

Sisal fiber 1,124 8.3 637 2.2 0.081 75
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15 min at 3500 RPM. The obtained supernatant was the crude

soybean urease solution (Khodadadii et al., 2020). The samples

were stored at 4°C in a freezer for later use.

Urease activity was measured by a conductivity meter as

follows. The urease solution was mixed with 1.11 M urea at a

volume ratio of 1:9 and placed in a water bath at 30°C. The

conductivity of the solution was measured every 5 min for

4 times (Almajed, 2017). The rate of change in the

conductivity of the solution with time was calculated (Phillips

et al., 2013). That is, the urease activity was expressed by the rate

of change in conductivity in mM/min (Larsen et al., 2008b; Cui

et al., 2021). The urease activity per unit mass was the urease

activity divided by the weight of the soybean powder. The best

concentration of soybean powder was selected for the sand

solidification test by considering urease activity and urease

activity per unit mass. A higher conversion rate of calcium

carbonate was obtained when the cementation solution was

0.75 M (Carmona et al., 2018). The cementation solution was

amixture of 0.75 M urea and calcium chloride, which is the initial

concentration (Sun et al., 2020).

2.3 Specimen preparation

The undercompaction moist-tamping method (Ladd, 1989)

was used to prepare the sample. The samples were prepared at a

warm room temperature of approximately 25°C. Deionized water

is added to the sand to attain an initial moisture content of

approximately 5%; then, dry fibers are manually mixed with the

wet sand (Xiao et al., 2019). The water in the sand serves as

lubricant and dispersant to avoid agglomerating the fibers

(Ibraim et al., 2012). A sand column sample was prepared in

a custom acrylic split two-lobe mold with a diameter of 39.1 mm

and a height of 80 mm. The sand-fibermixture is divided into five

equal parts (Choi et al., 2019). Each part is carefully placed into

the mold and compacted to a degree slightly greater than that of

the underlying layer to obtain a more uniform density

throughout the specimen (Xiao et al., 2019). The top of each

layer is slightly scarified to avoid stratification among the layers.

The bottom and top of the sample were provided with two layers

of geotextile and a layer of fine sand to ensure that the solution

could flow through the sand and that the sand particles would not

be lost.

EICP treatment was realized by a peristaltic pump. Each

sample was injected several times, first with urease and then with

cementation solution. Both the urease solution and cementation

solution volumes were 50 ml. The solution volume is about

1.5 times of the pore volume (Xiao et al., 2019; Lv et al.,

2021). After an injection, the next injection was carried out

after curing the sample for 24 h at room temperature. Next, the

samples were cured at room temperature for 3 days after

infusion. Then, residual impurities were removed by washing

each sample with deionized water. The samples were dried in a

drying box at 50°C for 24 h after the mold was removed. The

number of treatments was 3 in the test. The initial dry density of

the samples (before EICP treatment) was 1.606 g/cm3. At this

point, it can be considered that the initial dry density of the

sample is the same. Table 2 shows the experimental conditions in

detail.

The optimal parameters of sisal fiber (fiber content and fiber

length) can be obtained by analyzing the mechanical properties

of each sample. The wet-dry cycles tests of EICP-treated sand

reinforced with sisal fibers were carried out. EICP-treated sand

without fiber was used as control. According to previous studies,

the response of mechanical properties of EICP treated sand to

wet-drying cycle can be observed by five wet-dry cycles (Liu et al.,

2019). The number of wet-dry cycles are set as 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5.

Weigh the sample first during each wet-dry cycle. Then the

sample was immersed in deionized water at an ambient

temperature of 25°C. After 24h, the sample is taken out and

placed in an oven at 50°C for 48 h. Then the unconfined

compressive strength and mass loss of the samples after wet-

dry cycles were measured. The strength loss ratio is the ratio of

the strength lost (initial strengthminus the strength after the wet-

dry cycle) to the initial strength.

2.4 Test method

2.4.1 Unconfined compressive strength test
Unconfined compressive strength tests were carried out on a

TSZ-10 testing machine. The loading rate was 1 mm/min, and

data were recorded at 0.05 mm axial deformation intervals

(ASTM D2166, 2013). The unconfined compressive strength is

defined as the maximum value of the stress that can be reached

for the stress–strain curve of the sample (Choi et al., 2017). When

the stress reaches the maximum value of the whole curve, the

corresponding strain is the failure strain (Fang et al., 2020). The

ratio of unconfined compressive strength to failure strain is the

elastic modulus (Li et al., 2016). In the first half of the

stress–strain curve, the ratio of the stress at 50% of the failure

strain to 50% of the failure strain is denoted as the elastic

modulus at 50% of the unconfined compressive strength (Li

et al., 2016). The stress–strain curve enters the second half after

failure strain. The stress decreases gradually and then enters the

phase of relatively stable residual strength. Here, we take the

stress at 10% strain as the residual strength (Li et al., 2016; Lv

et al., 2021).

2.4.2 Determination of calcium carbonate
content

The calcium carbonate content in the samples was

determined by the pickling method. Specifically, the samples

and fragments of samples were weighed and soaked in 2 mol/L

hydrochloric acid solution until there were no bubbles in the

solution (Al Qabany and Soga, 2013; Zhao et al., 2020b). At this
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point, the calcium carbonate in the sample was completely

dissolved. The solution was drained, and the sample was

carefully rinsed with deionized water. The content of calcium

carbonate (CCC)was obtained by weighing again after the sample

was dry, as shown in Eq. 1.

CCC � m2 −m1

m1
(1)

In the above formula, m1 is the mass after pickling and

drying, andm2 is the mass before pickling. Approximately 20 g of

sample in the corresponding position was taken for the pickling

test to calculate the calcium carbonate content of the top, middle

and bottom of the sample. A pickling test was carried out on the

whole sample when calculating the whole calcium carbonate

content.

2.4.3 Solution analysis
1) Effect of materials on urease solution activity: The urease

solution volume was 40 ml. Sand particles and sisal fibers

were directly added into the urease solution. The mass of the

sand particles (S1) and sisal fibers (S2) was 0.2% of the urease

solution (Yuan et al., 2022). Urease solution without other

materials was used as the control (S0). The change in urease

activity with time was measured at 50°C, which is the

temperature that the sample is curing.

2) Change of urease activity in effluent over time: The effluent

was monitored, and the urease activity was determined. The

changes in urease activity in the effluent were recorded over

time after infusion, including sand without fiber (E0) and

sand column reinforced with 0.2% sisal fibers (E1).

3) The change in urease solution content over time: In this test,

the quality of effluent was monitored. The amount of solution

retained in the sample was calculated after the urease solution

was injected. The urease adsorption capacity of the sand

column over time was recorded after the urease solution

was injected, including sand without fiber (R0) and sand

column reinforced with 0.2% sisal fibers (R1). The urease

adsorption capacity was recorded as the mass ratio, that is, the

ratio of the retention mass of the urease solution to the mass

of the sample.

2.4.4 Microscopy
Portions of the sample and fibers were taken for SEM and

X-ray diffraction analysis after EICP treatment. EICP-treated

sand samples were imaged by a scanning electron microscope

(FEI Quanta 250). Dry sand samples were selected for the test.

Before SEM, the samples were flattened, and the loose soil

particles were blown away manually with a stream of air from

a rubber bulb. Then, each sample was glued to conductive paper

and sprayed with gold before scanning. An X-ray diffraction

analyser (D8-Advance) was used for crystal analysis of the EICP-

treated sand. The test process is shown in Figure 2.

3 Results

In this part, the urease activity and urease activity per unit

mass were measured. The optimal concentration of soybean

powder was selected for EICP treatment. Then, the effect of

sisal fiber on treatment effect of EICP-treated sand was

investigated. Choose the best fiber length and fiber content to

study the degradation effect of wet-dry cycle on the sample.

3.1 Urease activity analysis

Urease activity is one of the key factors affecting EICP

treatment (Almajed, 2017). It reflects the hydrolysis rate of

urea by urease solution (Cui et al., 2017). Urease activity per

unit mass is the ratio of urease activity to the mass of soybean

power. At present, there is no unified standard for the selection of

soybean power. Figure 3 shows the influence of soybean powder

TABLE 2 Setting of working conditions of sand samples.

Test
code

ET-0 ET-1-10 ET-2-10 ET-3-10 ET-4-10 ET-2-5 ET-2-15 ET-2-20

Fiber
type

No fiber Sisal fiber

Fiber
content/%

0 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2

Fiber length/mm 0 10 10 10 10 5 15 20

Treatment times 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

UCS test times 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3

SEM & XRD test √ — √ — √ — — √

Wet-Dry cycle times 0,1,2,3,4,5 0 0,1,2,3,4,5 0 0 0 0 0
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concentration on urease activity and urease activity per unit

mass. With the increase of soybean powder concentration, urease

activity increased gradually and showed an approximate linear

increase trend. With the increase of soybean powder

concentration, urease activity per unit mass decreased step by

step. When the concentration of soybean powder was less than

40 g/L, the urease activity per unit weight decreased rapidly with

the increase of the concentration of soybean powder. When the

concentration of soybean powder increased from 40 g/L to 100 g/

L, the urease activity per unit mass was relatively stable, showing

a “plateau”. When the concentration of soybean powder was

more than 100 g/L, the urease activity per unit mass began to

decrease again. The higher the concentration of soybean powder

was, the more urease was extracted from the solution under the

same conditions (Hamdan et al., 2013; Wu L. et al., 2021).

Therefore, with the increase of soybean powder concentration,

urease activity also gradually increased. The higher the

concentration of soybean powder, the lower the efficiency of

urease extraction because of the limited solubility of aqueous

solution (Blakeley and Zerner, 1983). Therefore, the urease

activity per unit mass decreased with the increase of soybean

powder concentration. When the soybean powder concentration

was less than 40 g/L, the urease extraction efficiency was high, but

the urease activity was low. When the concentration of soybean

powder was between 40 g/L and 100 g/L, the urease activity per

unit mass was relatively stable, indicating that the urease

extraction efficiency was similar. In this range, the highest

urease activity was 22.496 mM/min when the soybean powder

concentration was 100 g/L. Therefore, 100 g/L was selected as

soybean powder concentration.

FIGURE 2
EICP treatment method: (A) one-phase injection of EICP treatment; (B) separation of specimen and PVC mold; (C) soaking treatment of
demolded specimen; (D) oven drying of demolded specimen; (E) loading of demolded specimen; (F) X-ray diffraction test; and (G) Scanning electron
microscope test.

FIGURE 3
Effect of soybean powder concentration on urease activity.
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3.2 Typical stress-strain curves

The unconfined compressive strength test was conducted,

and the typical stress-strain curves obtained were shown in

Figure 4. It can be seen that the stress and strain

characteristics of EICP-treated sand are obviously different

after adding sisal fibers. Under the action of axial stress, the

stress-strain curve of EICP-treated sand without fiber can be

divided into two stages: with the increase of strain, the stress of

the sample gradually increases. This is the first stage.

Subsequently, the stress of the sample decreases suddenly.

This is the second stage. The strain of the sample is less than

1% from the beginning of the destruction to the complete

destruction. The variation characteristics of these two stages

indicate that the failure of EICP-treated sand without fiber is

typical brittle failure (Choi et al., 2016; Zhao et al., 2020a). When

the unconfined compressive strength test is carried out on the

samples with different fiber content and fiber length, the samples

undergo three stages: in the first stage, the stress of the samples

increases with the increase of strain; When the stress reaches the

maximum value, the specimen is destroyed, and the stress-strain

curve has an inflection point, The stress begins to change from

increasing to decreasing, which is the second stage. In the third

stage, the stress decreases with the increase of strain and

eventually tends to be relatively stable. The specimen exhibits

toughness (Fang et al., 2020; Lv et al., 2021). This feature was also

observed by Li (Li et al., 2016) and Xiao (Xiao et al., 2019).

3.3 Effect of fiber content on enzyme-
induced calcium carbonate precipitation-
treated sand

The effect of fiber content on unconfined compressive

strength (UCS) is shown in Figure 5A. With the increase of

fiber content, the UCS increases first and then decreases. The

maximum UCS occurs at a fiber content of 0.2%. The UCS of the

sample reached 293.8 kPa, which was 288% of that of the sample

without fiber (98.62 kPa). When the fiber content is low, with the

increase of fiber content, the effect of fiber in the sample changes

fromweak to strong. This limits the displacement and dislocation

of each part in the sample. The UCS of the sample increases with

the increase of fiber content in the initial stage (Almajed et al.,

2018; Zhao et al., 2020b; Tang et al., 2020). However, when the

fiber content is too high, aggregation will lead to uneven

cementation (Yao et al., 2021). This reduces the bearing

capacity of the sample.

It is generally believed that one of the important indexes to

evaluate the effect of EICP treatment on sand is calcium

carbonate content (CCC). The CCC increases first and then

decreases with the increase of fiber content. The CCC of EICP-

treated sand without fiber was the lowest, which is 1.47%. The

CCC reached 4.1% when the fiber content was 0.2%. The smooth

surface of quartz sand is not conducive to the adsorption of

urease solution, which is a common problem in EICP treatment

(Almajed, 2017; Cui et al., 2017; Arab et al., 2021). After sisal fiber

was added, the internal specific surface area of the sample

increased, and the retention ability of urease and cementing

solution was enhanced (Phillips et al., 2013). This will effectively

reduce the loss of solution during the grouting process. The CCC

is thus increased (the rough surface of sisal fiber is shown in

Figure 1E). Fibers increase the urease “colonization domain"

(Wen et al., 2018). When urease solution enters the soil, there are

more favorable adsorption areas. Thus, it is beneficial to the

formation and development of calcium carbonate crystal. But the

internal pore volume of soil is constant. Due to the low density of

fibers, the pore space will be compressed when there are too

many fibers, and the capacity of soil to the solution will be

reduced (Zhan et al., 2016).

Residual strength is an indicator of a material’s toughness

(Kiran and Ramakrishna, 2019). The greater the residual

strength, the stronger the continuous bearing capacity of the

material (Castoldi et al., 2019; Sharma et al., 2019). Materials with

brittle failure often have no residual strength (Spencer and Sass,

2019). The residual strength increases first and then decreases

with the increase of fiber content. The maximum value appeared

when the fiber content was 0.2% and the fiber length was 10 mm.

When the specimen reaches the peak compressive strength, the

fiber can limit the development of cracks and delay the overall

failure of the specimen (Lv et al., 2021). The limiting effect of

fibers is related to the number of fibers in the fracture section

(Yao et al., 2021). The more fibers, the more limiting the effect.

However, too much fibers cannot effectively limit the crack

progression (Choi et al., 2019). That will not be conducive to

the continuous loading of samples due to agglomeration.

Similar to the variation of unconfined compressive strength

(UCS), the failure strain of the sample increases first and then

decreases with the increase of fiber content (Figure 5B). The peak

point of failure strain coincides with the UCS when the fiber

FIGURE 4
Typical stress-strain curves.
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content is 0.2%. At this time, the failure strain reaches 2.8%,

which is 3.29 times that of the failure strain without fiber. It can

be seen that adding proper content of fibers can significantly

improve the toughness of EICP-treated sand (Li et al., 2016). The

fiber can limit the deformation of the samples. The sample

containing fiber can bear higher stress under the same strain.

When the fiber content is too high, the fiber agglomeration is

serious and the resistance to deformation of the sample decreases

(Zhao et al., 2020b). The specimen will fail rapidly, so the failure

strain will be smaller.

In order to further analyze the toughness improvement of

sisal fiber on the sample, elastic modulus (E) and elastic

modulus at 50% of the unconfined compressive strength

(E50) were selected for analysis (Figure 5B). It can be seen

that the E of specimens decreases after sisal fiber is added. The

value of elastic modulus depends on peak strength and failure

strain. It is proportional to peak stress and inversely

proportional to failure. As shown in Figure 5A, the strength

of sisal fiber sample was greatly improved. However, at the same

time, the failure strain of the sample increases greatly. In

general, the E and E50 of the specimen is smaller both before

and during the whole stage. In the stress-strain diagram, the

peak stress point moves to the upper right. This pattern is

typical of the action of fibers (Li et al., 2016). That is, the

strength increases with the expansion of strain range. This is an

increase in toughness (Li et al., 2016; Al-Salloum et al., 2017;

Xiao et al., 2019). The strength change caused by the increase of

calcium carbonate content is different from this improvement

effect of fiber. The increase in calcium carbonate content will

cause the peak stress moving to the upper right and left on the

stress-strain curve (Xiao et al., 2019). This increase in strength

results in a narrowing of the strain range, which is brittle (Xiao

et al., 2019).

3.4 Effect of fiber length on enzyme-
induced calcium carbonate precipitation-
treated sand

Fiber length is another important factor affecting themechanical

properties of EICP-treated sand (Fang et al., 2020). The unconfined

compressive strength (UCS) of the sample increases first and then

decreases with the increase of fiber length (Figure 6A). The

maximum UCS occurs when the fiber length is 10 mm. The

longer the fiber is, the more sand particles can be connected

when the fiber is in a certain length range (De Melo et al., 2019).

The anchorage range and effect increase with the increase of fiber

length, and the increase of anchorage effect will lead to the increase

of macroscopic strength (Jiang et al., 2021). But when fiber is too

long, the long fibers tend to bend and eventually accumulate in sand.

This reduces the efficiency of fiber action, resulting in a decline in

UCS. When the sample reaches the peak strength, cracks often

develop along the weak part (Larsen et al., 2008a). The fibers limit

this, and the residual deformation stage. This limitation is not only

related to fiber content, but also to fiber length. The longer the fiber

length, the longer the anchorage length. The stronger the anchorage,

the greater the overall residual stress. The effects of bending and

agglomeration on residual strength are similar for overlong fibers.

The influence of fiber length on calcium carbonate content (CCC) is

shown in Figure 6A. CCC increased first and then decreased with the

increase of sisal fiber length. The effect of fiber length on CCC also

increased first and then decreased. The peak value is reached when

the fiber length is 10 mm. Too long fibers are unable to stretch to

absorb more urease efficiently due to folding and aggregation

(Phillips et al., 2013). It also reduces the CCC.

The failure strain increases first and then decreases with the

increase of fiber length (Figure 6B). The maximum failure strain is

obtained when the fiber length is 10 mm. When subjected to the

FIGURE 5
Effect of fiber content on the indicators of EICP-treated sand: (A) unconfined compressive strength, residual strength and calcium carbonate
content; (B) failure strain, E and E50.
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same amount of stress, longer fibers can lose load-bearing properties

in some areas and still have effective resistance to external forces and

deformation. Too long fibers can be bent. The elastic modulus (E)

and elastic modulus at 50% of the unconfined compressive strength

(E50) of EICP-treated sand reinforced with different fiber length is

also smaller than that without fiber. This mechanism is the same as

in the analysis of fiber content. Too short and too long fibers cannot

increase the deformation of samples.

3.5 Effects of wet-dry cycles

Natural fibers are almost always biodegradable (Kiran and

Ramakrishna, 2019), which means they are unstable in their

natural state (Liu et al., 2021). Among all the environmental

factors, the wet-dry cycles is the most critical factor that degrades

the structure and mechanical properties of natural fibers

(Senthilkumar et al., 2018). Therefore, it is necessary to

investigate the strength change of sisal fiber reinforced sand

treated by EICP under the wet-dry cycles. The strength of sand

with 10 mm length and 0.2% sisal fiber (optimal fiber parameter)

treated by EICP was investigated after the wet-dry cycles. Sand

treated with EICP without fiber was used as control. Figure 7 shows

the influence of wet-dry cycles on unconfined compressive strength

and mass loss of samples. The unconfined compressive strength of

EICP treated sand and EICP treated sisal fiber reinforced sand

decreased with the increase of wet-dry cycles times. The mass loss

increases with the increase of wet-dry times. The unconfined

compressive strength decreases the most during the first wet-dry

cycle. Similar phenomena have been observed in previous studies

(Cheng et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019). The unconfined compressive

strength decreases with the decrease of wet-dry cycles after 3 times.

The unconfined compressive strength of EICP-treated sand and

EICP-treated sisal fiber reinforced sand decreased to 148.3 and

29.5 kPa, respectively. The mass loss of EICP-treated sand and sisal

fiber reinforced sandwas 1.9 and 3.18 g, respectively, compared with

the sand without wet-dry cycles. Compared with the strength loss

ratio of 70.09%, the strength loss ratio of 0.2% sisal fiber sand treated

by EICP was only 47.83% after five cycles of wet-dry. The durability

of EICP-treated sand reinforced with sisal fiber is better under wet-

dry cycles.

4 Discussion

In this part, the failure state and microstructure of specimens

before and after adding sisal fibers were analyzed in order to

explore the role of fibers. Further, more detailed microstructures

of each sample were analyzed. As a supplement to the

FIGURE 6
Effect of fiber length on the indicators of EICP-treated sand: (A) unconfined compressive strength, residual strength and calcium carbonate
content; (B) failure strain, E and E50.

FIGURE 7
Effect of wet-dry cycles on unconfined compressive
strength, mass loss and strength loss ratio.
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microscopic conclusions, the effect of calcium carbonate on

strength was quantitatively analyzed. The results of solution

analysis were used as a reference. The crystal form of calcium

carbonate is also studied. Finally, the mechanism of sisal fiber is

summarized.

4.1 Failure crack analysis

The strength and toughness of sisal fiber reinforced sand can

be improved not only by mechanical index analysis. The failure

patten of specimens can also be used as an intuitive

representation of ductility and brittleness (Pooni et al., 2021).

At the same time, it can also provide a basis for analyzing the

changes of mechanical indexes of samples. The failure state is

only related to the uniformity of cementation. The failure patten

of samples were obviously different after the sisal fiber was added,

as shown in Figure 8. The brittle failure of EICP-treated sand

without fiber is caused by external force. Cracks first appear along

the weak surface of the sample. With further loading, the weak

surface of the sample was rapidly transfixed (Figure 8A). There is

no constraint to stop this process. The sample is partially

detached. At this point, the axial stress of the sample will

suddenly drop to 0 (Li et al., 2016; Almajed, 2017; Lv et al.,

2021). Unlike EICP-treated sand without fiber, EICP-treated

sand reinforced with sisal fibers did not fall off in large

chunks (Figure 8C), which meant that the specimens had a

wider range of residual deformation and could continue to

bear loads. This is mainly due to the limitation of sisal fibers

on the weak side of EICP-treated sand reinforced by sisal fibers

(Minto et al., 2018).

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed on the

failure surfaces of the above two samples (Figures 8B,D). It can be

seen that in EICP-treated sand without fiber, calcium carbonate

is unevenly distributed, mainly located on sand particles (El

Mountassir et al., 2018; Arab et al., 2021). A small amount of

calcium carbonate crystals cannot wrap sand particles, nor can

they effectively fill the pores of sand particles (Mujah et al., 2021).

The fault of discrete sand particles and calcium carbonate crystals

lies in the sand. After sisal fiber was added, the coverage of

calcium carbonate was significantly stronger (Almajed et al.,

2018). Calcium carbonate fills the pores of sand particles and

wraps up the fibers. This results in stronger internal integrity of

the sample. It will also lead to stronger mechanical properties and

durability to wet-dry cycles.

4.2 Scanning electronmicroscope analysis

The above analysis shows that the failure modes and internal

structures of the specimens are obviously different after fibers

addition. Sisal fiber obviously optimized the structure of EICP-

treated sand. In this part, the influence of fiber content and fiber

length on the internal structure of EICP-treated sand will be

studied in more detail. Scanning electron microscopy tests were

carried out to observe the microstructure of different samples. A

typical image is selected as shown in Figure 9.

The internal pores of soil without fiber are larger and the

calcium carbonate is sparse. When the fiber length was 10mm,

the fiber distribution of sisal fiber reinforced sand with 0.1%

content was sparse after EICP treatment. At this point, the fibers

cannot form a “bridge” (Xiao et al., 2019).When the fiber content

is 0.2%, the fibers are in a network. Calcium carbonate fills the

pores and binds the fibers to the sand particles. Fibers become

good three-dimensional bridges. This is conducive to the loading

state of the sample (Ibraim et al., 2012; Hao et al., 2018; Choi

et al., 2019). At a fiber content of 0.3%, the fibers began to show

slight aggregation. Calcium carbonate is not evenly and

FIGURE 8
Failure crack of EICP-treated sand without fiber: (A)macroscopic image; (B)microscopic images. Failure crack of EICP-treated sand reinforced
with sisal fibers: (C) macroscopic image; (D) microscopic images.
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efficiently distributed around the aggregate. This will reduce the

mechanical properties of samples to a certain extent (Ibraim

et al., 2012; Li et al., 2016). As the fiber content increased to 0.4%,

the agglomeration phenomenon became more obvious, and the

particles around the large aggregates were loose (Yao et al., 2021).

Calcium carbonate is produced less and the cementation effect is

poor. When the fiber content is 0.2%, the fiber distribution of

5 mm longsword fiber is also more discrete. And a single short

fiber cannot serve as a bridge (Xiao et al., 2019). The sisal fiber of

15 mm was bent in many parts of soil and aggregated to a certain

extent. 20mm sisal fiber bending and aggregation phenomenon is

more serious. If the distribution is too sparse or dense, and the

bending phenomenon occurs, the cementing effect will be

reduced (Hao et al., 2018).

4.3 Relationship between CCC and
unconfined compressive strength

The above analysis shows that calcium carbonate will be

formed in the pores of sand particles after EICP treatment. In the

presence of sisal fiber, calcium carbonate will also be generated in

large quantities near sisal fiber. The calcium carbonate allows

sisal fibers to connect effectively to the inner parts of the sand. It

can also be seen from Figures 5, 6 that calcium carbonate content

(CCC) is positively correlated with sample strength. In order to

confirm the influence of CCC on the unconfined compressive

strength (UCS) of samples, and further quantify the

relationship. The relationship between UCS and CCC was

fitted, and the results were shown in Figure 10. It can be seen

that in this experiment, CCC was exponential with UCS.

Compared with the previous experimental results, it is found

that the fitting results are similar to those of soil without fiber

(Choi et al., 2016; Cheng et al., 2017; Cui et al., 2017). For fiber-

reinforced sand, CCC is no longer the only factor determining the

strength of EICP-treated sand (Fang et al., 2020). Fiber plays an

FIGURE 9
SEM images of EICP-treated sand reinforced with sisal fibers at different fiber contents: (A) 0%; (B) 0.1%; (C) 0.2%; (D) 0.3%; (E) 0.4%. SEM images
of EICP-treated sand reinforced with sisal fibers at different fiber lengths: (F) 5 mm; (G) 15 mm; (H) 20 mm.

FIGURE 10
Relationship between calcium carbonate content and UCS.
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equally important role as a bridge in soil. Fiber length, fiber

content and fiber surface characteristics all affect the strength of

the sample, and fiber can further improve the mechanical

properties of the sample with calcium carbonate cementation

(Hejazi et al., 2012).

4.4 Solution analysis

In order to support the above conclusion, the possibility of

sand particles and sisal fiber participating in the reaction to

reduce urease activity was excluded (Yuan et al., 2022). The

urease activity of urease solution was compared with that of 0.2%

sand particles and 0.2% sisal fibers. As shown in Figure 11A. The

enzyme activities of the three solutions decreased with the

increase of time, and the urease activities of the three

solutions were less than 5% different. After 40h, the enzyme

activities of the three solutions decreased rapidly to about 4 mM/

min. This indicated that sand particles and sisal fiber had little

effect on urease activity (Almajed et al., 2018; Xiao et al., 2020;

Yao et al., 2021).

Figure11B shows the changes of urease activity in effluent after

drips of urease solution in sand without fiber and 0.2% sisal fiber

sand. It can be seen that the urease activity of effluent decreased

rapidly within 0–10 h. Within 20–40 h, the change is gentle, and

then decreases rapidly after 40 h. The urease activity of leachate of

sand with fiber addition was lower than that of sand without fiber

addition, and the difference of urease activity also increased

gradually. At 40 h, the urease activity of the effluent from the

two samples was close again and decreased to about 4.3 mm/

min. At the beginning, the urease activity of leachate decreased

rapidly due to the adsorption of urease by sand and fiber. When

saturated by adsorption, the change of urease activity in leachate

tended to be gentle. Urease could not be stored at room temperature

for a long time, and the urease activity of the whole solution would

decrease after 40 h (Meng et al., 2021). At this point, the effect of

fiber adsorption is no longer significant. Therefore, the urease

activities in leachate of the two samples decreased significantly

after 40 h. The adsorption capacity of sisal fiber to urease was

greater than that of pure sand.

To explore the overall adsorption effect of sand with sisal

fiber on urease solution. The urease solution content over time

was compared between sand without fiber and 0.2% sisal fiber

reinforced sand, as shown in Figure 11C. The urease solution

FIGURE 11
Solution analysis: (A) effects of materials on urease activity; (B) urease activity of effluent; (C) change in urease solution content over time.

FIGURE 12
XRD test results of the EICP-treated sand: (A) ET-0; (B) ETS-
2-10; (C) ETS-2-20; (D) ETS-4-10.
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content in sand column decreases with time, and the decreasing

speed gradually decreases. The adsorption effect of without fiber

sand on urease solution was weaker than that of 0.2% sisal fiber

reinforced sand. The adsorption capacity of urease solution

remained relatively stable after 40 h. Fiber itself has little effect

on urease activity, but fiber has strong adsorption effect on urease

solution. It can maintain the high urea hydrolysis capacity in the

sand for a long time, which is the reason why the calcium

carbonate production in the fiber reinforced sand is higher

than that in the unreinforced sand.

4.5 Crystal analysis

The above research confirms again that the improvement of

mechanical properties of EICP-treated sand depends on the

cementation of calcium carbonate. Without the cementation of

calcium carbonate, the fibers would not be able to effectively

connect the various parts of the sand (Neupane et al., 2013).

However, studies have shown that the type of calcium carbonate

crystal is affected by many factors such as temperature, urease

concentration and fiber surface roughness (Almajed, 2017). In

addition, the difference of fiber surface microstructure will lead

to different precipitation patterns of calcium carbonate, resulting in

different crystal types of calcium carbonate (Qiu et al., 2019).

Different crystal types of calcium carbonate have significant

influence on the mechanical properties of sand (Carmona et al.,

2018). Calcium carbonate crystal types generally include calcite and

vaterite (Xiao et al., 2021). Vaterite is the crystal with the stronger

cementation, but its physical and chemical properties are unstable

(Zhao et al., 2020b). Studies have shown that vaterite may be

converted to calcite when the ambient temperature is higher than

60°C (Xiao et al., 2018). This process is accompanied by a change in

the properties of calcium carbonate (Phillips et al., 2013; Sun et al.,

2021). Calcite can maintain strong cementation and have more

stable physical and chemical properties (Yang et al., 2017). In this

experiment, four typical samples were selected for XRD crystal

analysis. Figure 12 shows the XRD images of each sample. It can be

seen that the crystal type of calcium carbonate generated by soil in

this study is mainly calcite with relatively stable properties. Vaterite

existed in the group with the optimal mechanical properties (ETS-

2–10), which has a stronger cementation. This may be the reason for

the stronger mechanical properties of EICP-treated sand at this fiber

parameter.

4.6 Summary of mechanism

Sisal fibers provide nucleation sites for calcium carbonate

formation, which increased calcium carbonate conversion during

EICP treatment (Figures 5, 6) (Almajed, 2017; Liu et al., 2019).

This is mainly due to the rough surface area and large specific

surface area of sisal fiber (Figure 1) (Senthilkumar et al., 2018;

Sharma et al., 2019). Therefore, it has a stronger adsorption effect

on the solution (Figure 11). More calcium carbonate fills the

more pores of sand particles. While the reduction of pores can

FIGURE 13
Themechanismof sisal fibers in EICP-treated sand: compared by the internal structure of sand (A) before sisal fiber was added (B) after sisal fiber
was added.
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reduce the brittleness of EICP-treated sand (Figure 4) (Xiao et al.,

2019). In addition, calcium carbonate immobilizes the fibers in

the sand, forming a bridge (Figure 9). This further improves the

mechanical properties of the sample (Li et al., 2016; Hamdan,

2019; Lv et al., 2021). The strength sisal fiber decreases rapidly

under wet-dry cycles (Kiran and Ramakrishna, 2019). However,

this study found that sisal fiber reinforced sand treated with EICP

have better durability (Figure 7). The fine sand particles and

calcium carbonate particles dispersed in the sample are carried

away by water flow during the alternation of wet-dry cycles (Liu

et al., 2019). At the same time, the water also destroys the cement

between the calcium carbonate and the sand particles, which are

tightly bound together (Cheng et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2019).

Resulting in the loss of strength and mass. Sisal fibers can be

greatly affected by the wet-dry cycles, but it was found in this

experiment that the sisal fiber reinforced sand treated by EICP

still maintained a high strength after the wet-dry cycles. The

sample can resist wet-dry cycles to a certain extent. The fibers

make EICP treatment produce stronger cementation (Figure 8).

More calcium carbonate will fill more pores and reduce the

erosion of water flow during the wet-dry cycle (Figure 9) (Liu

et al., 2019). Calcium carbonate can wrap and protect sisal fiber

and weaken the effect of wet-dry cycles on sisal fiber itself. After

EICP treatment, sisal fibers are tightly wrapped with calcium

carbonate, which is insoluble in water and can protect fibers

(Figure 8). The bridge function of fiber is not the only factor to

improve the strength of EICP treated sand (Xiao et al., 2019; Lv

et al., 2021). The increase of calcium carbonate content caused by

fiber is also the factor to improve the strength of EICP-treated

sand (Xiao et al., 2019). Therefore, the strength of EICP-treated

samples can only be affected to a certain extent by the change of

fiber properties under the action of wet-dry cycles. The

mechanism summarized above is shown in Figure 13.

5 Conclusion

Sisal fiber reinforced sand was treated by EICP in this

experiment. The effect of fiber content (0.1%, 0.2%, 0.3%,

0.4%) and fiber length (5, 10, 15, 20 mm) on EICP treatment

was investigated. In view of the concern of wet-dry cycles on

natural fibers, tests were carried out to explore the deterioration

of samples after wet-dry cycles. Explore the mechanism in

combination with microscopic experiments and solution

analysis. The main conclusions are as follows:

1. Sisal fibers can improve the mechanical properties of EICP-

treated sand effectively. The failure mode of the samples

changed from brittle failure to ductile failure after fibers

were added. When the fiber length was 10 mm and the

fiber content was 0.2%, the mechanical properties

improved most significant. At this time, the unconfined

compressive strength, calcium carbonate content, failure

strain and residual strength of EICP-treated sand are

significantly improved. At the same time, E and E50
decreased to some extent.

2. Microscopic test results show that sisal fiber plays a “bridge” role

in EICP-treated sand. Too few or too short fibers cannot form an

effective “bridge” inside the sample. Too many fibers tend to

clump together, while too long will be bend. These phenomena

are not conducive to themechanical properties of the sample and

the formation of calcium carbonate. There are optimal

parameters for fiber properties. In addition, under the optimal

sisal fiber parameters, the sample generates a crystal form of

calcium carbonate with stronger cementation (vaterite).

3. Sisal fiber has rough surface, large specific surface area and strong

adsorption capacity for solution. That provide nucleation sites for

calcium carbonate and increase the production amount of

calcium carbonate. This results in stronger cementation.

Meanwhile, more calcium carbonate fills more pores. This

improves the mechanical properties of the samples and

reduces the erosion of water flow during the wet-dry cycles.

Calcium carbonate can wrap and protect sisal fiber, and weaken

the effect of wet-dry cycles on sisal fiber. EICP-treated sand

reinforced by sisal fiber can resist the wet-dry cycle better.
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